Driving skills aside, these days virtu-

ally anyone can climb into a race car and compete, as nearly
every motorsports segment now has at least one operation
offering a customer-funded racing program.
Indeed, race car rental is an evolving business model that,
at times, tends to get confused with “arrive-and-drive” programs. For classification purposes, the defining difference is
ownership: Those that drive their own car, yet pay others to
prep, transport and maintain the vehicle, comprise a separate
category, arrive and drive.
Greg Robb of Indy Competition Services in Indianapolis,
Indiana, clarified further, explaining that what is sometimes
referred to as “rent-a-ride” often infers single-event or multievent programs, whereas “arrive-and-drive” programs are
usually for an entire season. That said, some rental programs
do offer season-long options, so dividing lines can be a bit
unclear at times.
But back to race car rentals, where drivers can sample racing
machines in a supported environment, ranging from simple
one-at-a-time testing to full-season competition.
That the driver pays for all the paint swapping, sheet metal
bending, part breaking damage they cause helps to ensure a
profitable venture. There are also varying limits of bad behavior and lack of talent that companies will tolerate before clients
are told to go home.
Nevertheless, the underlying perk to motorsports is that such
programs offer affordable opportunities that entice people up
the class ladder or out of the grandstands and into a roll cage
simply to experience some hot-lapping fun and competition.

Serving a Need
As drivers gain team experience, and better grasp car setup
technical know-how and operational changes, they may later
transition to ownership and/or a well-researched climb
into a more advanced segment of racing. At the same
time, rental programs are beneficial to businesses
because they offer an additional avenue to drive
sales and service, according to Alison and
Dennis Olthoff, who own and operate Olthoff
Racing, in Mt. Ulla, North Carolina, which offers
sports car rentals alongside a robust arrive-anddrive program.
Dave Brown of Life’s Good Racing! in Livermore,
California, offers a variety of sports car options, and has identified two key demographics driving interest in rental services:
“Newcomers interested in getting involved in motorsports, but
[who] have no knowledge or access to equipment, organizations, cars or training; and experienced people who would
rather someone else take care of all the work that it takes to
get to the track.”
His entrance into the race car rental segment was a natural
progression, according to Brown. “We found ourselves helping
more and more people on and off the track. It was a normal
transition to move into the market.”
Brown, like all who participated in this report, agreed that
having the shop space, tools, transport vehicles, and knowledge required to prepare a safe, competitive vehicle can be as
daunting as it is time-consuming. And don’t forget insurance.
“Once we show prospective clients why it is advantageous on

Race car rental is an evolving business model where
drivers can sample racing machines in a supported environment, ranging from simple one-at-a-time testing
to full season competition vying for a championship. Baja Racing Adventures covers this
spectrum from powder-puff to Baja 1000 races.
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multiple levels to participate in [these]
programs as opposed to going out and
purchasing all that is necessary to be selfsufficient, we see very few opt for the lonewolf approach,” he added.
Where parts and services are concerned, Brown sees safety or rules compliance as an area that must be carefully
managed. “We will not endorse a sacrifice
in safety or rules compliance,” Brown confirmed. “We place safety above all else,
and will refuse a customer who asks us
to compromise in any way.”
“Pistol” Pete Sohren of Baja Racing
Adventures in Phoenix, Arizona, attracts
the curious, adventurous types. “We allow
dreamers to come and try out any race
before they decide to start a team on their
own. Many people just come for the Baja
1000, others to fulfill their bucket list, but
we have lots of repeat customers.”
Years ago, Sohren started renting out
a third seat in Trophy Truck to anyone
who thought they could handle the thrill
of racing 100 mph-plus through the
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desert. Eventually those third-seat customers started asking to drive, and Baja
Racing Adventures was launched. “There
is a high demand for people wanting to
try desert racing, especially the Baja
1000,” he said.
In Ventura, California, Steve Watt
Enterprises rents sprint cars and midgets
to drivers seeking repetitive podium finishes, as the company’s namesake understands the high ownership cost of running
a competitive sprint car operation. “You
can’t forget to factor in the amount of
time it takes during the week to prepare
everything; you could easily have another
full-time job trying to stay on top of it all,”
observed Watt. “Costs have skyrocketed.
Engines alone have more than doubled in
five years from $20,000 to $50,000. Yet,
we rent non-wing USAC 360 sprint cars
for an entire season for $35,000.”
In Watt’s case, he was enticed to offer
race car rentals when ownership of six
race cars, together with support equipment and parts, ate up too much of his
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income. Market values made selling
unreasonable, so when another racer
offered to pay the operating costs to
run a Watt car, a now-thriving business
was born.
Watt believes rental programs bring
additional cars to tracks—cars that otherwise would not be on the grid. “In the last
six years we have brought two to three
cars into USAC 360 non-wing (sprint car)
class with numerous drivers, and have
run two 360 wing cars for a full season,”
Watt noted.
Moses Smith of Texas Autosports in
Cresson, Texas, added that “a lot of
up-and-coming drivers are looking to
compete on one rung of the ladder,
moving up to the next rung the following
year. There is flexibility in renting a ride. It
may be a little more on a per race basis,
but you save a ton of money on starting
a team from scratch, and have more time
to network and hunt for sponsorship.”
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At the local level, Dennis Olthoff thinks
businesses have been forced to expand
into new areas as other segments have
declined. “It is imperative for any business to adjust with the times,” he commented. “As cars have become more
complicated, our customers do not have
the time or technical know-how to prepare
their cars. Once a driver has reached
a more advanced skill level, the car
requires specialized knowledge to optimize performance levels.”
Brown, who is also an accomplished
race car driver, added that an improving
economy facilitates expendable cash.
“More and more we see high-performance interests in all disciplines coming
together. There are more local ‘cars
and coffee’ gatherings than ever before
across the country. In and around the
San Francisco Bay Area, we’ve seen a
doubling of car clubs holding track days
over the last five years.”
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Alara Racing in Houston, Texas, takes the “all-in”
approach, providing full-season rental programs
that allow drivers to not only “try on the sport for
size,” according to a company representative,
but also stay sharp and improve their racing
skills. Its programs provide track time, coaching,
engineering setups, data analysis and more.

Smith explained how racing ladders
have become rigidly defined, and the stability of series helped amortize equipment
costs coupled with heightened sponsorship interest. “When a driver can go to
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a potential sponsor and say they have
already partnered with a capable team,
there becomes a business-to-business
relationship,” said Smith. “The team is a
big part in ‘closing the deal’ with a wouldbe sponsor.”
Those with more developed driving
skills seek higher-end companies to
set their racing goals, including prolevel teams competing in major racing
series that offer seats in their cars. For
example, Life’s Good Racing! has entrylevel, semi-pro, and pro-level-series, costeffective cars. “We have found that by
offering a broad array of rides, we can
sculpt a program that meets the needs
of both beginner or experienced driver,”
said Brown.
Texas Autosports’ program caters to
Formula Mazda that competes in Sports
Car Club of America’s (SCCA) open
wheel racing. “We are the first step for
up-and-coming karting drivers that are

looking to make their way up to Indy car,”
explained Smith, who started the business
in 2004. “A single, three-day weekend
costs around $5000, and includes practice, qualifying, testing sessions, about
400 miles of track time. For a championship season expect to pay $100,000-plus
for nine weekends, or 18 races over a
nine-month period.”
Steve Watt Enterprises caters to racers
who have already developed superior
driving skills. Watt rents USAC midgets,
360 and 410 sprint cars, with or without
wings. “Besides needing a whole lot of
desire, the challenge is finding a program
that will work at the same level and has
the same goals as the driver,” he said.
“Research must be done to determine
not only equipment quality, but the experience and knowledge of the crew.”
Gary Howe of Kalamazoo Speedway
saw an opportunity in the market and
decided to offer a rental program to draw

competitors to his track in Kalamazoo,
Michigan. He reported, “Many race fans
would love to be able to drive in a race
just once without owning or buying a car.”
So, the track uses its nickname to bolster
the program with the tag line: “All that is
missing is you!” He added, “We supply
the race car, safety equipment, general
crew chief, etc., so the participant can
come to the ’Zoo and fulfill dreams.”
Kalamazoo Speedway charges $225
for one night in the Flip Flop Cyber Stock
Class, and because it is a sanctioned
NASCAR short track, a $25 temporary
NASCAR license is required. Racers meet
at the track on the Wednesday evening
before their event to take part in a twohour training and practice session.
“These are for non-racers only that we
make into a total race day experience,
where the driver mimics what a weekly
driver does on race day,” said Howe,
who has the participants perform their
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own minor maintenance like checking
tire pressure and lug nuts. “They all take
hot laps, drive a qualifying session, run
a heat race and a feature event.”
Howe’s customers are required to bring
one crew person with them to help with
buckling up, as well as take responsibility for a minor checklist completion
after every lapping session; he supplies
the rest.
The impetus behind Howe’s program
was to develop a feeder system into the
grassroots, weekly ranks at Kalamazoo
Speedway, and only allows customers to rent once per season. “For about
$1600–$2500, people can buy one of our
Pontiac, Chevy or Buicks,” said Howe,
who added that he’d like to offer the
program to teens but has had no luck
thus far finding insurance underwriters.
Ara Malkhassian of Alara Racing
in Houston, Texas, takes the “all-in”
approach, providing full-season rental

Race car rental programs are a popular entry point
worldwide, and Scuderia Cameron Glickenhaus
(SCG), located in Turin, Italy, debuted one in
2016. “We can exploit the advantage of an intensive factory development program, so that more
people can benefit from it,” a source said. Here,
Rebecca Jackson and Guido Naumann receive
advice from SCG pro driver Manuel Lauck.

programs. He noted, “Customers do
not have to hassle with the sale after the
season if they don’t foresee doing it more
than one year.”
A normal buy-in for a competitive MX5
Mazda is around $60,000; Alara Racing
only provides seasonal race rental pro-

grams that cost $120,000 for a championship season of six double race weekends.
Two-day testing sessions cost $6000, and
are offered six times per year to allow
drivers to not only “try on the sport for
size,” but also stay sharp and develop
better skills. “We provide track time,
coaching, engineering setups, simulated
race environment, data and video analysis, and catered track lunch,” explained
Malkhassian, who sees his operation as
a “valet service for racing,” whether the
cars are owned or leased.
Texas Autosports and Life’s Good
Racing! also enable newcomers to show
up with little more than a willingness to
learn—and a checkbook.
Texas Autosports customers can rent
everything from a test day to a single
race, all the way up to a full championship
race series season for about $125,000.
Of his operation, Brown added, “We
provide tailored coaching and instruction
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as well as general direction and advice
on who to see and where to go.” Life’s
Good Racing! also provides in-car HD
cameras and data acquisition.
“In addition to our complete, turnkey
solution, we also provide long-term mentoring through to end-goal attainment,
regardless of how the customer defines
it,” he continued. “Some clients want to
try out a new type of car, participate in a
specific race, or drive around a bucketlist track.”
The Life’s Good Racing! program is
nearly all-inclusive, but Brown prefers
customers provide their own co-driver/
navigator for desert races.
Baja Racing Adventures starts with a
$4000 powder-puff race, rising to $40,000
for the chance to wheel a Baja 1000
Trophy Truck multi-day event. “Each race
can be split up by a team of drivers to
help cover the cost,” Sohren said.
For those with a taste for overseas

grids, Scuderia Cameron Glickenhaus
(SCG), located in Turin, Italy, debuted
a customer racing program in 2016
that offers rentals at Zolder, Belgium,
the renowned German Nürburgring,
Abu Dhabi, Italy, Spain and Austria.
“We’re answering a need that has been
increasing,” said Anthony Peacock of
the amateur driving opportunities. “Our
customers don’t need to feel concerned
about logistics and administration—we
take care of all that.”
S C G , w h i c h i s p a r t o f Tr a u m
Motorsports, views rentals to non-professional racing drivers as the next step
up from taking part in a track day. “We
can exploit the advantage of an intensive factory development program, so
that more people can benefit from it,”
noted Peacock.
“Race cars do not run on fuel or tires,”
reminded Robb of Indy Competition
Services. “They run on money. Sometimes

the ability to write the check outweighs
the ability to drive the car. This occurs
at all levels, including NASCAR and
Formula 1.”
Regardless of sanction, Robb continued, “Significant details are unique
to each team. For example, you can do
an Indy 500 rent-a-ride program with
Dale Coyne or some other team that
has additional equipment and is willing
to put together a program that will generate additional revenue for the team.
[There are also] prep shops in SCCA
Club Racing, where you can rent a car
for a single or multiple events.
“We work as US agents for several
European teams such as Zele Racing
in Bleiburg, Austria,” he added. “We
recruit funded drivers to compete in a
series like BOSS GP, 24H International
Endurance Series or the International
GT Open series. The BOSS GP series is
kind of neat and somewhat economical.
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Gary Howe of Kalamazoo Speedway offers a race
car rental program to draw competitors to his
track in Michigan. Howe built eight cars for the
speedway’s 2015 season, put together 12 cars for
2016, and believes he will need 16–20 in 2017,
as the program continues to grow.

For under $300,000 you can run seven
race weekends at some of the greatest
European tracks used in Formula 1.”
For the BOSS GP program, a full
season with Indy Competition Services
will cost $265,000, according to Robb.
“If we sold you just the car,” he said,
“it alone would be $165,000-plus. No
crew, no infrastructure, no transportation,
nothing other than the car.”
For those serious about pursuing racing
by this method, Robb said, “The first

thing is to make sure you meet licensing requirements of the series you plan
to compete in.” Also, verify that medical
forms are updated, as is driving equipment. “Usually they make their own travel
plans, but that service can be provided
as well. Most of all is the funding and
payment structure. There can be additional costs for crash damage or insurance, as well as engine damage cost to
cover over-revved engines.”
Cost Considerations
Smart providers know that seeing high
costs up front can be intimidating, and
they help guide clients to properly set
expectations and consider the options.
“The biggest challenge in this segment

is finding the time, but there is some
sticker shock,” admitted Brown, who
noted that many of the costs aren’t
evident until the end of the season. “When
you add it all up, [such programs] can be
very cost effective and even offer flexible
payment plans. Our goal is to enable our
customers to fulfill their dreams of speed.
We love what we do. We love sharing it,
and open up our pits for all to come in—
even during pro race weekends.”
Malkhassian cautioned that because
auto racing is a contact sport, contact
indeed costs money. “Some have unrealistic expectations, and there is a gap
between perception and reality—the performance risk and cost risk,” he said.
Olthoff helps customers maximize their
track time and hone their driving skills by
setting up testing at lesser known tracks
where laps cost less. “Some realize they
need the seat time not the status, while
others want the competition that comes
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at bigger events,” he explained.
Smith makes sure racers at Texas
Autosports have all cost responsibilities
clarified before ever climbing into the car.
That includes what is considered normal
operating parameters versus excessive
wear and tear.
SCG’s Peacock sees the biggest challenge as “getting to grips with a car they
might not have driven before. It can often
take a couple of races to fully understand
how these cars work.”
A Promising Future
Race car rental programs have certainly found a niche in motorsports, as
they offer solid business opportunities
for a variety of racing operations.
Olthoff explained that these programs
“help the sanctioning bodies because it
assures entries at most events with well
prepared cars and professional paddock
setups. Retailers benefit with an increase
in volume of parts sales. The industry
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creates business for engine builders,
fabricators and body shops.”
Smith agreed that this unique market
absolutely strengthens the industry. “The
sanctioning organizations we race with
are positive about our program because
we introduce new racers,” he said.
Sohren believes the rental-ride future is
endless because people worldwide want
to experience the thrill of desert racing.
“They want to see it, and live it, and test
out their depths,” he explained. “We make
it easy to pick and choose.”
Brown of Life’s Good Racing! wholeheartedly believes his services offer
“the fast-track into the sport” because
the firm can accelerate the learning rate
to develop top contender skill sets that
translate into time and money savers.
“As the average work hours continue to
grow, it reduces the amount of time folks
have to dedicate to their motorsports
equipment,” he said. “We enable access
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to safe, competitive equipment serviced
and supported by experts. As car counts
and customer bases expand, this also
enables the opportunity to run a unique
class of cars where drivers compete
against each other in like equipment.”
Howe built eight cars for Kalamazoo
Speedway’s 2015 season, put together 12
cars for 2016, and believes he will need
16–20 in 2017. “We need to have backups,” he said. “Customers might wreck
in a heat race, but I put them into another
car for the feature race to complete the
experience. At least 20 percent will bang
into the wall, or each other, with regularity. They are learning after all, but no-talent daredevils get the hook pretty quick.”
Malkhassian realizes that by helping
customers set achievable goals also
helps his business. “As long as people
have budgets and costs are reasonable,”
he noted, “the marketplace can nurture
their passion for motorsports.”
z
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